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Berlin Ambient Label Klangwirkstoff Records
present their 8th CD release:
Akasha Project - Solar System
Tracklist:
1.Earth
2.Moon
3.Mercury
4.Venus
5.Jupiter
6.Saturn
7.Pluto		
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Two years after the release of his album H²
The Quantum Music of Hydrogen - KW 005
Barnim Schultze /Akasha Project presents his
new masterpiece Solar System - KW 008.

All sequences and melodies have its source
from the partial tones natural play above the
basic tones.
The selection of the basic tones and their
sequence result in a powerful acoustic entity
and represents the essence of many of Akasha Projects concerts.
Alternative Medicine successfully uses harmonic tones in phonophoresis / tone acupuncture for many years.
Solar System is spherical music, which makes
archetypical frequencies audible. A natural
listening experience which invites the senses
to perceive the surrounding cosmic reality.
A powerful auditory travel through the solar
system.

The planet’s orbits around the sun are
acoustically represented by applying Hans
Cousto’s cosmic octave system.
The Solar System CD contains seven tracks
of therapeutic effective electronic ambient
music, tuned by harmonic principles, which
support deep relaxation.
The tone frequencies of this music were calculated purely mathematically – physically.
Those basic tones also known as Urtones by
the work from Joachim Ernst Berendt are
based on natural science.
These are acoustic high potentials of real
frequencies. All tone intervals are tuned purely diatonic to present the natural overtone
series.

More information about the CD, the subject of functional music and the
cosmic octave can be found at:
www.klangwirkstoff.de, www.akashaproject.de und www.planetware.de
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